ABOUT US
Brian Ollison (left) has a background in UI/UX and
illustration. He is passionate about increasing
diversity and equity across the tech industry.
Kym Pressley (right) developed the game to bring a
smooth and fast-paced experience with intuitive
controls while bringing back memories of our
favorite retro platform games.

OUR STORY
Games have been a part of our lives for as long as we can remember.
Some of our best memories growing up involve playing Donkey Kong
Country and Mario Kart with our friends and family. These games
have easy controls and memorable characters.
When we think about the gaming industry's current state, we've
observed exciting potential with accessibility through mobile and the
rise of esports, but we've also noticed some issues. There are a low
number of mobile multiplayer platform games and a lack of diversity
with game characters and within gaming companies.
Seeing this gap, we've created a kid-friendly multiplayer game called
the Kingdom of Kuru that adults can enjoy as well. It is now
available on iOS.
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Studio: Brikym

facebook.com/kingdomofkuru

Mission: To create games that deliver

@kingdomofkuru | @brikymstudios

beautiful and memorable experiences
through creative storytelling, fun

@kingdomofkuru | @brikymstudios

gameplay, and diverse characters.

info@brikymstudios.com

Location: Atlanta, Georgia
Title: The Kingdom of Kuru - The Great
Race
Genre: 2D Action Platformer
Platforms: iOS
Rating: Everyone 7+

“

We have noticed some issues within the game
industry. First, there are a low number of
mobile multiplayer platform games with
memorable characters. Two, there’s a lack of

Audience: School age and Retro Gamers

diversity with game characters and within

Engine: Unity

gaming companies. Seeing this gap, we've

Features:

created a kid-friendly multiplayer game

• Adventure mode

called the Kingdom of Kuru that adults can

• Competitive multiplayer mode

enjoy as well. It is now available on iOS.

• Magical abilities
• Challenging hazards and enemies
• iOS Stickers
• Purchasable Characters and Outfits
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